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Activating your Watchie®

You can give up to 25 Care Givers access to your Watchie®

Your Watchie® keeps you informed, no matter where you are

Your Watchie® uses multiple phone networks to give you the best service

Congratulations!

Your Watchie® is now LIVE and you are up and running.

Your Watchie® is now listed in ‘my devices’ on your app.

All that’s left now, is to pair your Watchie® with a wearer!
Assigning a Watchie® Wearer

The persons who will be wearing your Watchie® are referred to as ‘Wearers’. Each Wearer has certain data fields stored against them, so when they are wearing a Watchie®, their own personal circumstances are displayed.

Generate a profile case for each wearer by completing the steps below. This data can be added/edited at any time.

Once completed, your Wearer is ready to go!

Name Chris Adams
Emergency Contact Number Tel: +44 111 123 4567

Alert Groups
Set up your Carer Group
John Wilkins
Add Carer 2
Add Carer 3
Add Carer 4
Add Carer 5
Set up SOS Responder Group
Add SOS Responder 1
Add SOS Responder 2
Add SOS Responder 3
Add SOS Responder 4
Add SOS Responder 5

Trends
Known Trends or habits noted here...

Medical
1 - Alzheimer’s Disease (Advanced)
2 - Type 2 Diabetic

Safe House

Safe Zones
Add Safe Zone 1
Add Safe Zone 2
Add Safe Zone 3
Add Safe Zone 4
Add Safe Zone 5

Fall Sensor
History

How does it work?

By simply plugging in the Watchie® Safe-House® Base Station in the middle of the home, the watch can recognise this and detect when it is inside the home from that point on. An outer perimeter acts as a second invisible barrier, which is the threshold for the Safe-House® Alarm to be raised.

Watchie® Safe-House® recognises three different states of use.

Green In coverage of Base Station and at home.
Orange Out of coverage of Base Station but still within outer perimeter.
Red Watchie® has breached outer perimeter.
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Watchie SafeZones®

During formation of the Wearer profile, Safe Zones can be easily set up and added. These are invisible fences around outer areas of interest, or indeed danger. When armed, a Safe Zone breach triggers an automatic alert. Watchie® can save multiple Safe Zones against each wearer. This data, along with all data recorded in the wearer profile, is saved against the person, not the device. This is important, as it allows the watch itself to be worn by multiple different persons, each having their own individual profile installed.

Fall Alert

One out of three older adults (those aged 65 or older) fall each year.

Watchie® has a built in accelerometer that can detect if the wearer has suffered a serious fall. With the Fall Alert armed, the device will automatically send an alert if needed.

Fall Alert can be easily disarmed if needed.

One of the most important features of your Watchie® Select up to 5 daily Care Givers. These are persons you wish to be informed of your Watchie®'s daily movements and activities. These persons are sent a request to join your Watchie®, which when accepted, adds them into your Wearer’s profile. In turn, this populates their own Master List with your Watchie® where they can access during “open” times.

Up to 20 SOS Responders can also be added. These persons are also added by accepting an invitation, but will only be allowed access into your Watchie®’s activities during Red Alert status. At all other normal times, their access is denied.

Maintaining privacy standards is an important function built into Watchie®. Once you have chosen your Care Givers / SOS Responders, you have the option of opening / closing access to your Watchie® at any time.

Similarly, chosen Care Givers / SOS Responders can Log In / Log Out themselves whenever they wish, making themselves visible or not.

Lock Access to others
Restrict access and visibility of your Watchie® to all other users.

Unlock Access to others
Open access and visibility of your Watchie® to all other users.

Log in to other Watches®
As a registered Care Giver or SOS Responder, you can Log In to mark yourself as “On Duty”. From this point on, you are visible on that Watchie®’s map, and to other On Duty Care Givers.

Log Out of other Watches®
By logging out of this Watchie® you are maintaining your privacy from this point on. You will disappear from that Watchie®’s map and from the visibility of other use.
The Master’ List displays all your paired Watchies® and displays all other Watchies® you are a Care Giver or SOS Responder for. Master List entries are displayed in different colours, to highlight their current state:

- **Green**: OK status. Displayed when watch is at home, within coverage of its Safe-House or WiFi beacon. Watchie is in hibernation mode during this time to conserve battery.
- **Orange**: Caution status. Displayed when the connection to the Safe-House beacon is lost. Could be from a power failure, or black spot. Watchie® checks for new location. If found to be within outer perimeter, Orange status remains with no alert. Orange status permanently displayed when system is disarmed, giving immediate location fixes on demand.
- **Red**: Emergency status. Displayed when there is:
  - SOS recorded
  - SOS being pressed
  - Alarm being raised by user
  - Safe-House perimeter breach
  - Fall Alert
- **Grey**: Lost connection signal. Account suspended. Watch permanently turned off of a period of time and not currently in use.

Once you have a LIVE activated Watchie® and a person listed as a Wearer, you must “pair” the two together. From this point on, Watchie® Guardian recognises that this person is wearing that Watchie®, and syncs the two files of data together. This new combination is now displayed on your Master List, which is used as a control panel from this point on.
The Watchie® Map

Your Map displays the last recorded location of your Watchie®, (red symbol) as well as other useful information. You are displayed as the Blue Symbol.

All other on duty Care Givers are also displayed as Green symbols. In times of a Red Alert, all SOS Responders locations are also displayed.

By highlighting any of the users displayed, their contact details are shown. The number displayed can be speed dialed if contact is needed.

Directions to the Watchie® are easily found, using familiar Navigation tools.

The Watchie® radar function allows easy navigation in crowded areas. All other Users also populate the radar at this time!

Map Directions
Uses widely recognised Satellite Navigation tools
Updates as Watchie® location fixes move
Voice command

Radar Function
Used when direction to a Watchie® is needed
Shows distance to the Watchie®, no matter how close or far away it is

Sample Push Notifications
• Strap Open
• Low Battery
• Safe House Breach
• Care Giver Request
• Safe Zone Breach

Customise all of your Alerts and Notifications
Can be tailored specific to each Wearer

Control your alerts easily from one page. All functions which trigger an alarm can be individually turned off, or completely disabled by one switch.

When disabled, the Watchie® is free to roam away from home and through Safe Zones. Useful for daily excursions.

By manually pressing the SOS button, this is overridden and the system is automatically enabled again.